Do you have a research mentor or faculty member who has supported you, encouraged you, guided you, or worked with you on a nursing research project or publication?

SNRS has developed a wonderful way to recognize these exceptional research mentors, through a "Mentoring Excellence for Nursing Research" pin! Cost of the pin is $15.00.

Members may purchase the pin for anyone who has helped them reach toward career goals. The pin is meant to recognize and thank your mentor(s) or faculty member(s) for their excellence in research mentoring.

All proceeds from pin sales will be used to support the SNRS small grants program or the research endowment fund.

Pins will be available only at the SNRS Annual Research Conference in Birmingham, Alabama—February 21-23, 2008. The pins will be sold at the Registration Desk. Take advantage of this one-time opportunity to recognize your research mentors!

See you in Birmingham!
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